Circulating tumor cells and plasma DNA analysis in patients with indeterminate early or metastatic breast cancer.
Circulating tumor cells (CTCs) and tumor-specific alterations in cell-free plasma DNA can both be used as markers of prognosis in breast cancer. To date, there have been no studies that have compared these as markers for subclinical metastases in the follow-up of early breast cancer. In this study, we measured CTCs and plasma DNA in a published group of patients with multiple pulmonary nodules and indeterminate metastatic disease. A single blood sample for CTC and plasma DNA measurement was taken approximately 1.5 years after surgery from 19 women with histologically confirmed primary breast cancer and small pulmonary nodules. The CellSearch system was used to enrich and enumerate CTCs from peripheral blood. DNA was isolated from plasma and was analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR for DNA concentration, integrity and evidence of HER2 amplification. Of the 19 individuals with 'indeterminate' early or metastatic breast cancer, 17 demonstrated no evidence of CTCs, one had one CTC and one had three CTCs. The mean plasma DNA concentration was low and within the range detected in healthy female controls, as were the values for DNA integrity. HER2 amplification was detected in the plasma DNA in four of the eight patients with HER2 immunohistochemistry 3+ tumors, but there was no overlap with the two CTC-positive patients. None of the patients have relapsed thus far (median follow-up: 3.5 years). Both CTC and plasma DNA analyses together suggested that these patients had little evidence of metastatic disease. Future studies will be designed to assess the utility of these biomarkers in the follow-up of a larger number of women with breast cancer.